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Abstract
This paper proposes a bi-objective model for the facility location problem under a congestion system. The idea of the model is motivated
by applications of locating servers in bank automated teller machines (ATMS), communication networks, and so on. This model can be
specifically considered for situations in which fixed service facilities are congested by stochastic demand within queueing framework. We
formulate this model with two perspectives simultaneously: (i) customers and (ii) service provider. The objectives of the model are to
minimize (i) the total expected travelling and waiting time and (ii) the average facility idle-time. This model represents a mixed-integer
nonlinear programming problem which belongs to the class of NP-hard problems. In addition, to solve the model, two metaheuristic
algorithms including non-dominated sorting genetic algorithms (NSGA-II) and non-dominated ranking genetic algorithms (NRGA) are
proposed. Besides, to evaluate the performance of the two algorithms some numerical examples are produced and analyzed with some
metrics to determine which algorithm works better.
Keywords: Queueing, Location, Bi-objective, NSGA-II, NRGA.

1. Introduction
quality of services was proposed by Marianov and Rl’os
[16].
Hodgson [14] and Berman et al. [8] also independently
proposed a closely related issue which is the flow-capturing
model. The flow capturing problem can be applied in
different terms such as locating gas stations, convenience
stores [6]. According to Berman et al. [7] the stochastic
queue median (SQM) model can be assumed for a mobile
server such as an emergency response unit. Since in our
problem there are many immobile server locations, the
SQM problem is much different from our problem.
Berman et al. [4] developed a M/M/1/N queue model.
Their objectives were: (i) the number of facilities treated by
limiting the queue length, and (ii) the percentage of demand
that may be lost because of model’s limitations. They also
studied numerical experimentation using nine heuristic
approaches. Marianov and Serra [17], considering service
congestion, proposed several probabilistic maximal
location-allocation models with constrained waiting time
for queue length. Studying the effect of using expected
service time dependent queueing disciplines on the optimal
location of a single server was done by Batta [3].

Facility location problems have been developed in the
area of location-allocation (LA). LA models can be
classified into discrete and continues models. The present
study belongs to discrete LA models. Current et al. [10]
present a short review of discrete location models. In this
paper, we consider a bi-objective model for locating
immobile (fixed) service systems with limited queue
capacity. For locating facilities, the paper considers both
customer and service provider perspectives simultaneously.
Our perspectives are to limit (i) the time spent travelling
and waiting at site and (ii) idle probability service facilities.
For servicing these facilities, M/M/1/K queueing system is
considered. It should be mentioned that the paper assumes
customer travel only for open facilities. Li et al. [15]
considered the optimal placement of web proxies in the
internet and developed a dynamic programming algorithm
to find the minimum cost location for them. A model for
determining the optimal number and locations of proxy
servers in a network is developed by Gautam [13]. His
objectives were minimizing of setup/maintenance and
operating costs. Model formulation for optimal locating of
switches in ATM communication networks based on
———
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Berman et al. [5] attempted to locate optimally one
server on a congested network and formulate a stochastic
queue median by developing a heuristic algorithm.
Meanwhile, Boffey et al. [9] reviewed congestion model
with immobile server in terms of location of facility.
Pasandideh and Niaki [18] presented a bi-objective model
for facility location problem in M/M/1 and solved it with
traditional multiobjective genetic algorithm. However, this
paper not only considers M/M/1/K model (instead of
M/M/1 model) but also uses new improved evolutionary
algorithms (NSGA-II and NRGA) to solve problems much
more effectively. A Fuzzy location-allocation model for
congested systems was studied by Shavandi and Mahlooji
[20]. Utilizing fuzzy theory, they developed a queuing
maximal covering location-allocation model and called it
“the fuzzy queuing maximal covering location-allocation
model”.
Wang et al. [21] proposed a model that is used as the
core of our paper. Their model considered facility location
problems within framework of M/M/1and patronized
customers to the closest open facility. Nevertheless, their
perspective in their model has only considered customer
(but not the service provider). Three approaches including
developing (i) an efficient Lagrangian relaxation procedure,
(ii) a tabu search algorithm and (iii) a greedy-dropping
heuristic was investigated in their paper.
The previous papers have pursued only one objective
function that differs among: (i) customer perspective, (ii)
service provider perspective or (iii) combination of the two
mentioned perspectives. In this paper, firstly, we propose a
bi-objective model for facility location problem with
stochastic customer and immobile servers. Secondly, in
order to solve the model, we propose two improved
metaheuristics: (i) NSGA-II and (ii) NRGA.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the
problem and the mathematical formulation of our model is
defined precisely. In section 3, the applications of two
metaheuristic algorithms including NSGA-II and NRGA
are described. Section 4 is devoted to the computational
experiment and the analysis of the results. Finally, some
conclusions are presented in Section 5.

Customers travel to the facilities for obtaining the
service. Each of the facilities hosts a single server. Each of
the customer nodes only can be allocated to one server.
Requests for service from each of the customer nodes
follow an independent Poisson stream. Each of the open
facility sites has only one server with exponential service
times. Fixed cost for each open potential facility sites is
assumed. A fixed cost is assumed per each unit of
increasing to the capacity of the opened queue facility j . A
total cost for locating and determining capacity of system is
assumed. Maximum number of facilities that can be opened
is assumed. For system capacity of each potential facility
an upper and lower bound is assumed. There is no
information about the status of the facilities for customers.
2.1. Mathematical model
The parameters and the variable of the model are as
follows:
H
upper bound of system capacity of potential
facility j
h

lower bound of system capacity of potential
facility j

M
N

number of customer nodes
number of potential service nodes

Q

maximum number of facilities that can be opened
( QN)
the travelling time matrix from customer node i to

tij

facility node j

λi

μj

demand rate of service requests from customer
node i
common service rate of each server j

γj

demand arrival rate at open facility site j

ωj

expected waiting time of customers assigned to
facility node j

f1j
f2j

fixed cost of locating a facility at site j

C

2. Problem Definition

rj

0 jj

The ATM and internet mirror sites are examples of the
system under consideration. For the system under study
here in this paper, the decision maker encountered with two
objectives, both of which are going to be minimized. The
objectives are: (i) total of the expected travelling and
waiting customers, and (ii) the average facility idle-time
probability. The model should determine the optimal
allocations of some business canters (customers) to the
machines (service provider) with respect to objectives and
constraints.
In order to model the problem, the paper considers the
following general assumptions:

π0j

cost of one unit increase to the capacity of system
of opened facility j

cost constraint
demand customer rate divided to service rate at
open facility j
probability of the idle-time of the server at opened

facility (idle probability) j
z12 total of travelling and waiting time of all costumer
z nodes
z2 j average idle probabilities of all facilities (service
zij : provider)
yj: 1 if a facility is opened at node j and otherwise 0
1

xy
ij:

x
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otherwise 0
system capacity of the facility j which is opened.
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Notice, since in M/M/1/K model utilization rate is
as
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Since an opened facility behaves as M/M/1/K model
where K the capacity of the system is (Gross and Harris
[12]), its expected waiting time is calculated as:
k j 1
j
(

)
k j 1
1 r j
1 r
j
wj
k j 1 r j
)
 j (1 r j
k j 1
1 r
j
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Then, the aggregate travelling time of the customers per
unit time can be obtained by:
v1 

(8)
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C

(15)

j 1

x ij  {0,1} i  M , j  N , y j  {0,1} j  N ,

(16)

 j are not the same notations. The aggregate waiting time

k j  0, integer j  N

(17)

of customers per unit time is calculated as:

The model aims to minimize two objectives: (i) the total
of expected travelling and waiting time customers and (ii)
average facility idle-time. These two objectives are
conflicting; it means that an improvement in the value of
one of them leads to no change or aggravating of the value
of the other one.
Constraint (7) assures that system capacity at the open
facility j falls between upper bound and lower bound,
Constraint (8) sets an upper bound for the maximum
number of opened facilities. Constraints (9 and 10) are used
to show each customer demand is satisfied by only one
opened facility. Constraint (11) assures that the input to
each server to be less than its capacity of queue. Constraint
(12) calculates the input of each server.
Constraint (13) calculates the server‘s ratio demand
divided to service’s ratio for each servers. Constraint (14)
calculates the probability of idle time for each severs.
Constraint (15) represents the available cost. Finally,
Constraints (16) and (17) represent the ranges of the model
variables.
Above depicted model is the basic model and can be
simplified in the statues that r j  1 . In this situation w j

probability that K costumers are inside the system), r j and

k j 1
( k j  1) r
rj
j
(

)
k j 1
1 rj
1 r
M
N
N
j
v2  
  i w j x ij  
1 rj
k j
i 1 j 1
j 1
(1  r
)
j
k j 1
1 r
j

(3)

Thus, the first objective is the sum of the travelling and
waiting time ( z 1  v 1  v 2 ) which is going to be minimized.
According to the characteristics of a M/M/1/K model, the
idle probability at open facility j is calculated as:
1  rj
0 j 
(4)
k
1  r j j 1
On the other hand, the second objective is to minimize
z 2 as the average of  0 j for all opened facilities j .
The mathematical formulation of the model is as follows:
Basic model:
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(Eq. 2) is simplified to w
(6)
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the aggregate waiting time of customers per unit time (V 2 ,
Eq.3) is simplified to T  N ( k j  1) and  oj (Eq.4) is

j
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simplified to  o j 
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What worseens our problem is: (i) thhe mixed inteeger
noonlinear progrramming moddel (which is assign
a
to the NPhaard class of problems), and
a
(ii) the large numberr of
coonstraints. Thee exact technniques for solvving the probblem
are not necessaarily desirable since it is veery hard to obbtain
exxact solutions.. Consequentlly, in this papper, two improoved
metaheuristic algorithms
a
foor accessing near optimaality
Paareto solutionss are used.

3. Metaheurisstic Algorithm
ms
In this papeer, two multii-objective geenetic algorithhms,
including nonn-dominated sorting gennetic algoritthms
(N
NSGA-II) andd non-dominatted ranking genetic algoritthms
(N
NRGA) are prroposed. Thee two algorithm
ms are illustrrated
moore precisely as follows:
3.11. Non-dominated sorting genetic
g
algoritthms (NSGAII)
Fig.1. Flowchhart of NSGA-II

NSGA-II iss one of the most
m
efficientt and well-knoown
muulti-objective evolutionary algorithms prroposed by Deeb et
al.. [11]. Its sttructure is deescribed in Fig.1.
F
For claarity
reasons, the diff
fferent steps off the algorithm
m are explaineed in
deetails.
3.11.1. Initializattion
To represennt the param
meters of thee algorithms, the
following notatiions are used:
Poopulation size (popsize): It is
i the number of the individduals
o scenarios that will be
or
b kept in each
geeneration. Croossover rate ( Pc): It is thhe probabilityy of
peerforming a crossover inn the multi-oobjective gennetic
alggorithm. Muttation rate ( Pm): It is thhe probabilityy of
peerforming mutation
m
alggorithm.

Fig.2. structure of a chroomosome

3.1.3. Decoding of the Chromoosome

in the multi-objective gennetic

As
A we menntioned in the previouss section, the
t
chro
omosome whiich is decodeed in a backw
ward direction is
illusstrated througgh an exampple. Suppose eight custom
mer
nod
des and six potential faccility nodes exist and the
t
max
ximum numbeer of opened ffacilities (Q ) and upper ( H )
and
d lower ( h ) bound
b
of systeem capacity fo
or opened
faciilities are fourr, thirty eight aand twenty, reespectively.
Firstly, accorrding to the forth part of thee chromosomee, a
random number between
b
one aand four is gen
nerated (assum
me
it is three). Then
T
accordiing to the second partt of
chromosome, a vector withh six genes is produced and
sortted ascendinggly. Next, the ffirst three gen
nes of the sorteed
vecctor are selecteed to represennt opened facillities location..
So, each gene illuustrates the nuumber of poteential position of
faciilities before sorting
s
processs.
Then, similarr to the first paart of chromossome, a vectorr
of the same siize as the ccustomer nod
des with ranndom
num
mber is generaated. In order to allocate customer nodes to
opeened facilitiees, first, innteger part of each geene
(
1 ) that is a raandom integ
ger number

3.1.2. Chromosome
mportant issuees in
Representatiion is one off the most im
im
mproving perrformance of
o genetic algorithms. The
enncoding process of solutionn is made up of
o four parts. The
firrst part is a continuous sttring with lenngth of custoomer
noodes whose geenes are filledd by random numbers
n
betw
ween
0 and 1. The seecond part is similar to thee first part buut its
lenngth is the sam
me as the amoount of potenttial facility noodes.
Thhe third part is similar to the second part
p but, its geenes
veector are filledd with uniform
m random disttribution numbbers
beetween lower limit
l
system capacity
c
and upper
u
limit sysstem
caapacity. Finallly, the fourtth part of chhromosome is
i a
ranndom numberr between 1 andQ
a
. Chrom
mosome structure
is shown in Fig.2 below.
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between 1 to q) is computed. Then if

0  bi 

becomes one
(Customer i is allocated to facility 5) else If

1
3

constraint like g j (x )  b j can be normalized as g j ( x )  1 .

, pi

bj

With regard to the presented chromosomes of model, only
constraints 11 and 15 may be violated. In such a situation
these constraint are normalized and formulated as Eq.18.

1
2
 bi 
3
3

p i becomes two (customer i is allocated to facility 2) and

finally if

2
 bi  1
3

p i becomes three

(customer i is

3.1.5. Fast non-dominated sort and crowding distance

allocated to facility 6).
Finally, like the third part of the chromosome, after
generating a vector of the same size as the amount of
potential facilities, by applying  ( H  h  1)  k j   h for


Ranking of the population is done within following
subsection:



3.1.5.1. Fast Non-Dominated Sort

each of its genes a number between h and H is obtained.
Now, if a potential facility is opened, its system capacity
will be considered (i.e. its system capacity will be
assigned). Otherwise, it will become zero. Chromosome
decoding is shown in Fig.3.

Ranking of population is done by using the concept of
domination. The pseudocode for finding nondominated
members in a population ( Po ) is shown in Table 1.

Fig.3. Decoding representation.

3.1.4. Chromosome Evaluation
In a multi-objective GA approach, as soon as a
chromosome is generated, it needs a fitness value. But for
evaluating the obtained chromosomes and assigning a
fitness value to them, the chromosomes should be decoded.
The process of decoding was illustrated in the previous sub
section.
With respect to the model’s constraints, we don’t expect
a random produced chromosome being feasible. Thus, the
main problem our multi-objective genetic algorithms face
is how to deal with constraints. To do so, penalty methods
as one of the first approaches in GA (Yeniay and Ankare
[22]) are used. Penalty functions were used in their paper to
penalize infeasible solutions by reducing their fitness
values in proportion to the degree of their violation. The
penalty method transforms a constrained problem to an
unconstrained one as illustrated below. In this paper, the
additive penalty function is used as shown in Eq .18.
x  feasible region
f ( x ),
(18)
F (x )  
f ( x )  p ( x ), otherwise

3.1.5.2. Crowding Distance
The Density of solutions is illustrated by a measure
called crowding distance. Crowding distance gives an
estimate of the density of solutions which are laid
surrounding a particular solution in the population. The
average distance of two points on either side of this point
along each of the objectives is evaluated by such measures
Deb et al. [11].The pseudocode of calculating the crowding
distance is shown in table 2.

That p (x ) is penalty’s value. If no violation occurs,
p (x ) will be zero; otherwise, it will take a positive
amount. Since different constraints may differ in different
dimensions, it is essential to normalize all constraints. After
normalizing, constraints, violations find the same
dimension and the total violation can be computed as the
sum of all normalized constraint violations. For instance, a
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3.1.6. Stopping Condition

3.1.11. Sort population and select the N first individual

There is no standard ending condition for stopping
multi-objective genetic algorithms. In this paper, the
metaheuristics algorithms are simply stopped after a fixed
number of iterations.

First, Parent ( Pt ) and offspring ( Qt ) population should
be combined ( Rt  Pt  Qt ). It means that the population
Rt comes from two populations. All population members
are included in Rt . This can strongly ensure elitism of the
algorithm. Then, all solutions of Rt are sorted based on
their nondomination status. If the total number of solutions
belonging to the best non-dominated set F1 is smaller
than N , F1 is added into P(t 1) . In the order of their

3.1.7. Selection Strategy
In this section, tournament selection operator is used for
selecting k individuals for the next generation. To do so,
crowding distance and nondominated rank are used as the
criteria for guiding the selection process. In this process,
first ranking operator should be calculated. Then, for the
solutions with same rank crowding distance operator is
calculated. The process can also been checked Table3.

ranking, the remaining members of the population P(t 1) are
selected from the next nondominated fronts. To select
exactly N solutions, the solutions of the last included front
are sorted and then filled in the available slots in P(t 1) ,
using the crowded comparison operator; the best solutions
(i.e., those with larger values of the crowding distance) are
selected.
3.2. Non-Dominated Ranking Genetic Algorithm (NRGA)

3.1.8. Crossover Operator

NRGA was introduced by Al jadaan et al. [1]. But, In
contrast to the NSGA-II, the difference between the
NRGA and the NSGA-II is their different selection strategy
(segment 4.1.6).
In NRGA, instead of binary tournament selection,
roulette wheel selection is utilized. Al jadaan et al. [2]
applied roulette wheel selection algorithm. In that
algorithm, a fitness value equal to its rank in the population
is assigned to each individual.
First, sort population according to fast non-domination
sorting and choose the best solutions from the first ranked
population. Then, according to their crowding distance
criteria, individuals of each front are ranked.
Now, two tiers ranked based roulette wheel selection
are used (one tier to select the front and the other to select
solution from the front).
The front probability obtained as Eq. (21).
2  rank i
Pi 
, i  1...N F
(21)
N F  (N F  1)

The crossover operator is a very important operator in
MOGA. The main idea behind crossover is that a
combination between segments of two individuals might
yield a new individual which benefits from both parents’
advantages. The crossover operator gets two individuals as
its input, and gives two new individuals (i.e. the offspring).
In this paper, using a user-determined crossover
probability ( Pc ), the crossover operator is a kind of linear
combination of the two parents that uses the following
equations for each gene:
offspring 1  parent1    ( parent1  parent 2 )
offspring 2  parent 2    ( parent1  parent 2 )
Let  be a random value between 0 and 1.

(19)
(20)

3.1.9. Mutation Operator
Mutation is another major genetic operator that is used
to preserve genetic diversity from one generation of a
population to the next iterations. The mutation operator
explores those solution spaces which are not explored by
crossover operator.
In this paper, random mutation operator is utilized. To do
so, a random selected gene exchanges with a random value
within the range of the gene's minimum and maximum
value.

Where N F show the number of fronts. In this
equation, it is obvious that a front with highest rank has the
highest probability to be selected. So the probability of
individuals fronts based on their crowding distance criteria
is calculated as follows:
2  rank ij
, i  1...N F , j  1...M i
(22)
Pij 
M i  (M i  1)
Where M i show the number of individuals in the
front i . In this equation individuals with more crowding
distance have more selection probability. The diversity
among non-dominated solutions is also considered.
Next, roulette wheel selection is applied according to
the two random numbers (indicate number of front and
individual chromosome in selected front) in intervals [0, 1]

3.1.10. Evaluation Offspring
After using of crossover and mutation operators, the
fitness function can be calculated.
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and [0, 1] respectively. This process is repeated until the
desired number of individuals has been selected.

4. Computational Experience

In this section, several test problems, with different
sizes, are solved to evaluate the performance of the two
presented metaheuristic algorithms. The metaheuristics
algorithms are coded and compiled with matlab (R2009a)
and the computational experiment is performed on a PC
with a Pentium 1860 processor and 1 GB RAM.
The experiments are implemented on three different
sizes of test problems which differs among small size
(summation of numbers of customer zones and potential
facility sites equals 15), medium size (summation of
numbers of customer zones and potential facility sites
equals 30), and large size (summation of numbers of
customer zones and potential facility sites equals 45) were
generated randomly to have a wide range of problem
structures. For each size, five-test problems were generated
randomly. Customer zones and potential facility sites were
generated from a uniform distribution over a square with
side 100. The demand requirements of the customers were
drawn from a uniform distribution between 40 and 80. The
service rate of each server was drawn from a uniform
distribution between 50 and 10. The travelling time t ij is

4.2. Performance Measures
Due to the conflicting nature of Pareto curves, we
should use some performance measures to have a better
assessment of multiobjective algorithms. So the following
four performance metrics are considered:
The first metric is the number of Pareto solution (NPS),
which shows the number of Pareto optimal solutions that
each algorithm can find. The second metric is Set Coverage
Metric introduced by Zitzler and Thiele [23].This measure
compares two Pareto-optimal sets with each other. Given
two Pareto optimal sets A and, the coverage C (A , B ) is
calculated as:
| {b  B | a  A : a  b } |
C (A , B ) 
(23)
|B |
Where | B | means the number of solutions in the

computed as being a proportion of the Euclidean distance
among the location of customers and potential facilities.
Fixed setup costs of locating and cost of adding one unit to
system’s capacity are related to service rate of each size of
test problems.
4.1. Parameter Tuning

set B , and a  b means that solution a weakly
dominates solution b , i.e., the objectives of a are both
less than those of b . Therefore, C (A , B ) tells the
fraction of B weakly dominated by A .
Note that C (A , B )  1  C (B , A ) .

Since the results of all metaheuristics techniques are
sensitive to their parameter setting, it is required to do
extensive simulations to find suitable values for various
parameters. The parameters of the two proposed
metaheuristics algorithm are popsize, Pc , Pm and MaxGen.
The parameters of the two proposed metaheuristics
algorithm are regulated using a design of experiment
(DOE) approach. To achieve this aim using DOE, we
carried out extensive experiments to determine effective
parameters.
In order to execute the procedure, we used MINITAB
software for finding the relation between responses
(objective functions) and effective factors on responses
(popsize, Pc , Pm and MaxGen). Finally, the optimum
values of the parameters of both algorithms are obtained
and presented in Tables 4 and 5. In addition, the adjusted
values of parameter cause more effective Pareto solutions.

Note: In order to evaluate how much the coverage
metric of one algorithm is better than the other one, their
coverage is normalized by the Eq. 24.
C (A , B )
Q (A , B ) 
(24)
C (A , B )  C (B , A )
Note that Q ( B , A )  1  Q ( A , B ) .

The Third metric is Spacing metric (S) introduced by
Schott in [19].The metric S measures the extent of spread
achieved among the obtained solutions.

This metric is given by:
S 
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2

Where d i  min


| f

k  n  k 1 m 1

n

i
m

 f mk |

, d 

| n |
di

algorithm (CPU) which indicates the computational time of
each metaheuristic algorithm. The results of experiments
and comparisons of metaheuristic algorithms for their
different sizes are presented in Table 6.

, is

i 1

the mean of all d i and n is the size of the known Pareto
front. The fourth metric is computational time of the

Table 6
Results of the experiment of different size test problems
M
N
NSGA-II
Q
S
NPS
CPU
[%]
[seconds]
10
7
9
8
6
20
15
17
10
22
20
15
17
10
22

Average

5
8
6
7
9
10
15
13
20
8
10
15
13
20
8

0.41
0
0.93
0.49
0.3
1
1
0.86
1
1
1
1
0.86
1
1

0.79

36.14
86.36
4.17
78.93
3.1
36.66
8.67
13.87
20.77
44.48
36.66
8.67
13.87
20.77
44.48

30.50

NRGA
Q
[%]

S

NPS

CPU
[seconds]
306.65
246.05
243.91
280.70
273.18
405.38
415.63
454.45
447.66
436.47
405.38
415.63
454.45
447.66
436.47

51
45
62
73
80
70
80
73
73
77
70
80
73
73
77

297.07
244.94
223.23
269.65
265.23
408.38
425.37
443.37
479.49
442.64
408.38
425.37
443.37
479.49
442.64

0.59
1
0.07
0.51
0.7
0
0
0.14
0
0
0
0
0.14
0
0

25.09
154.97
10.41
24.93
2.97
87.22
23.85
45.17
30.1
183.05
87.22
23.85
45.17
30.1
183.05

53
45
60
67
80
50
70
74
83
29
50
70
74
83
29

70.46

379.90

0.29

63.81

61.13

377.97

4.3. Results
5. Conclusions and Future Works

In this section, we discuss our results and investigate
the effectiveness of the two proposed metaheuristics
algorithms. To evaluate the performance of the mentioned
algorithms, they are executed on different sizes of test
problems. For each group of problems (which are classified
according to their size), four metrics are calculated and the
results are shown in Table 6. It should be mentioned that
each group size consists of five test problems. Then the
average amount of outputs are calculated as the
determining criteria of the paper. Outputs show that for the
different size test problems, NSGA-II is the best criterion,
but the computational time of NRGA is better than NSGAII. Fig. 3 presents the non-dominated solutions of a single
run of the proposed algorithms (NSGA-II and NRGA).

Most real-world engineering problems consist of
different objectives simultaneously. Therefore, a trade-off
among these objectives is very important for us. In this
paper, we examined the bi-objective problem of facility
location problem with stochastic customer demand and
immobile servers within M/M/1/K queue model. The model
aims to determine the best site of facilities; the best strategy
for assigning customers to opened facilities, and determine
system capacity of opened facilities. The paper has
developed a nonlinear mixed integer-programming model
and two metaheuristics algorithms (NSGA-II and NRGA)
executed them for the produced test problems. Four
quantitative performance metrics were used to analyze the
diversity and convergence of algorithms. Finally, the
outputs revealed that NSGA-II satisfy the criterion better
than NRGA.
The following approaches can be proposed to the future
researchers:
 Considering another objective function (e.g. cost
objective function) instead of average idle objective
function
 Developing a chromosome representation that does not
require penalty function
 Considering random or fuzzy parameter for the
problem.
 Considering other MOEAs such as MOPSO or MOSA
for solving the problem.

Fig.3. An example for nondominated solutions problem
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Developing other queuing system rather than
M/M/1/K.
Developing of heuristic approach instead of generating
random data in the initial segment.

 . Yeniay, B. Ankare, Penalty function methods for constrained
O
optimization with genetic algorithms. Mathematical and
computational application,10, 45-56, 2005.
[23] E. Zitzler, L. Thiele, Multiobjective optimization using
evolutionary algorithms a comparative case study. In A. E. Eiben,
T. Back, M. Schoenauer and H. P. Schwefel (Eds.), Fifth
International Conference on Parallel Problem Solving from Nature
(PPSN-V), Berlin, Germany, 292 – 30, 1998.

[22]
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